In this paper a coarse-to-fne system framework for analyzing the head gesture is presented. We discuss several important modules from computer vision aspects, including the poseinvariantface detection, face tracking, pose determination and high-resolution image reconstruction for eye pupils detection. Visual cues using intensity images obtained from in-car cameras are explored. A pose-invariant face detection algorithm is used to get the initial face area; afterwards face tracking and validation step is proposed to segment the face region for pose determination. The algorithm is tested on the drivers images under natural driving conditions. Experimental results show that the algorithm is robust to the head pose changes as well as the illumination changes. In this system framework, we propose that when coarse analysis utilizing the head pose alone is not sufficient for driver's behavior analysis, a finer analysis based on the eye gaze tracking is used, which requires images with sufficient resolution. A novel super-resolution reconstruction algorithm is proposed to help reveal morefacial details, so as to facilitate the pupil detection. Experiment on the synthesis data shows the effectiveness of the superresolution reconstruction algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gesture recognition has been an important research topic in human computer interface studies. Gestures are defined as a set of consecutive actions representing certain intentions. In literature, efforts have been made to study gestures by different body parts. For example, hand and arm actions can be interpreted as waving, pointing and so on; while in a finer scale, fingers poses can form another set of gestures like grasping, knocking etc. As an important component of human posture, head gesture becomes an essential visual cue for analyzing driver's intent, fatigue status and focus of attention in intelligent vehicle systems.
Similarly, head gesture can also be analyzed at variant scales: in a coarser level, the head motion, which is represented as the changes in head poses, can define a gesture set, such as nodding. The definition of the meaningful gesture set is application dependent. In intelligent vehicle systems, the legitimate head pose changes are mainly constrained by the driver's reactions to the current road condition. For example, observing the road condition from the mirrors is a legitimate gesture, hence head pose related to such gesture are normal activities. Although head poses can provide important information for drivers' gesture analysis, it is not sufficient. For a natural driving scenario, the changes in drivers' head pose are very limited. This motivates the incorporation of a finer scale study of the head gesture using the eye status, such as gaze direction and openness of eyelids. When no valid head gesture can be inferred from the head pose motion, the change of eye status is the main visual cue for inferring the head gesture. In this paper, we will discuss the important vision modules for a practical robust head gesture analysis system based on the above rationale.
II. RELATED WORK
Both head pose determination and eye gaze analysis have been explored in great depth in recent years. Most algorithms are based on synthetic data that are much less complicated than the data collected from real-world scenarios.
In [1] - [5] , the statistical properties of the head data are studied and statistical models are built to determine the head pose, such as the kernel sub-space learning, SVM regression and manifold learning. Face images need to be pre-cropped as the input. In [6] , depth information is added besides the image intensity to facilitate the head pose determination. Additional calibrated stereo camera is needed to provide the depth data. Method in [7] uses particle filters to track the pre-located facial features so that the 3D head poses can be determined.
In [8] , the authors proposed to determine the eye status by utilizing the red-eye effect stimulated by the nearinfrared illuminator. It requires a specially designed hardware. In [9] , AAM model is used to locate the facial features so that eye gaze can be estimated based on the pose angles. Experimental results in a synthetic driving environment is presented. However, the change in illumination is limited. The performance of AAM model will be deteriorated when complicated illumination and background present. Also, a good initialization is required for the AAM model.
III. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
In an intelligent vehicle system, head gesture can be used in two aspects, one for driver's safety analysis and another one for assistant driving system. In this work, our research focus is on using non-intrusive visual information for head gesture analysis. Vision modules of a practical head gesture analysis system is presented.
The framework of the system is built upon the observation that the visual cues from the driver's head images have different abstract levels of information. Head pose changes and eye status provide are two essential visual information sources. [11] , we use the edge density descriptors together with the skin tone technique. A concatenation of AdaBoost classifiers is used to learn the probability map of the edge primitives locating in the face region, so as to determine the face pixels. The detector is proceeded from a finer scale to a larger scale. In each scale, only the detected face edge primitives are remained and passed on to the next scale. The edge primitives obtained from the last scale are the detected face edges points. Part of this work has been presented in [14] . where {PIe} is the set of coordinates for all edge points. p, is the position of the edge probe E(61, 62):
Given the edge density descriptor Ek {Ek (61,02)}, the probability that the edge point belongs to the face region is denoted as P(face Ek). AdaBoost is used to learn this probability. As one of the most important recent developments in classification technology, AdaBoost has received great acknowledgement. In [13] , Friedman et. al indicated that for binary classification problem, boosting can be viewed as an approximation to additive modeling on the logistic scale using maximum Bernoulli likelihood as an criterion. If the probability can be modeled using logistic regression as follows:
,^I P(face Ek)
where C(Ek) is a function of the edge density descriptor Ek and: P(face Ek) + P(nonl-face Ek) = 1.
This can also be rewritten as:
When C(Ek) takes the form C(Ek) z =1 kvtct(Ek), this probability model becomes an additive logistic regression model. In [13] , it also shows that AdaBoost actually provides a stepwise way to learn the model up to a scale factor of 2, which is: eC(Ek) P(face Ek) = eC(Ek) + e-C(Ek) (4) Edge density probe catches the texture information in a local neighborhood; while the probability learning procedure gives the similarity between the observed edge primitives and the facial features. However, certain background points may have the similar local textures as the facial features. Regional color features in different scale are used as priors to help reject the ambiguous patterns from the background.
HSV space is a well-used color space for skin-tone segmentation due to hue feature's relative consistency to skincolors [12] . We where Uk is the PCA subspace transformation matrix and mk is the mean vector from the training samples. Fig. 4 gives some example of the skin-tone segmentation. We use the images from internet to learn the skin-color model. The edge density descriptor extracts the image features from different abstract levels. Accordingly, we use a local-to-global strategy to detect the face edge primitives. We concatenate the probabilities from different scales. At each scale Sk, if: P(face Ek) x P(hk) > Ok, (5) the edge point is determined as a face edge primitive. In the next scale, only the edge points that are determined as the face edge primitives from the previous scale are processed. Six scales are used. Fig. 5 gives an example of the face edge primitive detection procedure.
An edge filter is used to locate the face region from the detected face edge primitives. The face region is the one that includes the most face edge primitives. At each pixel, the edge filter output is the number of the face edge primitives falling inside the rectangle box centered at the pixel. The maximum of the edge filter output indicates the location of the face. If more than one maximum exist, we use the mean of the maxima to locate the face.
E. Face Tracking and Pose Determination
The face detection procedure does not utilize the temporal information. Only single frames are used, which is timeconsuming. A tracking and validation procedure can be used to accelerate the procedure. We first use the normalized sum the subspaces are computed and the distances to the templates are compared. k-nearest neighbor is used to determine which pose the new face image bears. The trajectory of the head pose provides the head gesture information. When the head pose trajectory presents abnormal activities or cannot provide a valid gesture, a finer analysis for eye status is required for inferring the driver's alertness. of squared distance (NSSD) for searching the face location in the new frame, with the detected face in the previous frame as the template. The normalized sum of squared distance is defined as: s = E(I I2 (6) where Ii is the pixel from the new frame and It is the pixel from the template.
The probability Hli P(face Ei)P(hi) is computed afterwards to verify whether the tracking result is valid; where the probability is evaluated for edge density descriptors at the largest scale. The segmented face region is valid if the probability is greater than the threshold; otherwise the face detection algorithm is applied again to find the new face area.
The head pose is determined in the tensorPCA subspace domain. TensorPCA subspace extends the traditional PCA analysis by using tensor properties. It treats each image as a two-dimensional tensor, by which the spatial locality can be preserved to preserve more information. The tensorPCA subspace projects a higher-dimensional 2-rank tensor onto a lower-dimensional 2-rank tensor space. The tensorPCA serves to find a tensor subspace that can minimize the reconstruction error. By introducing tensor computation, the dimension of the parameter space is much smaller. Similarly as the traditional PCA, each projection direction shows the orientation with the greatest variance, and the projected value shows how much information is preserved on this direction. In [15] , the authors indicates that the tensorPCA can be simply computed by: Y = UTXV; (7) where U are the eigenvectors of matrix MIV = E ((Xi-_M(X) ) (Xi-_M(X) )T); Eye status can provide finer details about the driver's vigilance level. An essential step for eye status analysis is to locate the eye pupils; where many existing techniques can serve this purpose. However, these existing techniques have a requirement for the resolution of the images. The data collected from real-world scenarios may have lower resolution than needed. Therefore, a super-resolution reconstruction algorithm will be needed to facilitate the image analysis. In this section,we will discuss a super-resolution reconstruction algorithm based on learning in tensorPCA subspaces. As stated above, the tensorPCA subspace can preserve the spatial locality while projecting the image onto the orthogonal axis. In this paper, the statistical relationship between the projected tensors from the low-resolution images and their corresponding tensors from the high-resolution images is studied and the high-resolution reconstruction for a testing image is obtained accordingly. After super-resolution reconstruction, the blurring effect around eye pupils are removed and a better detection accuracy can be obtained. Also, the analysis on the high-resolution grid actually corresponds to the sub-pixel accuracy in the lowresolution grid, hence it also improves the accuracy.
Let XfH e M1 x M2 be a high-resolution image and XL e N1 x N2 be its corresponding low-resolution image, which is obtained by down-sampling X/i. The tensor subspace for {Xf'} and {X L} can be obtained individually. Let UH e M1 x P1 be the left projection matrix for {XfH} and VH e M2 x P2 be its right projection matrix. Similarly, UL e N1 x Qi be the left projection matrix for {Xi-} and VL e N2 x Q2 be its right projection matrix. The tensorPCA gives: yH UHTXHVH aldYiL ULTXiVL; (8) where yH e RP1 xP2 = {yHj}andYLeQX Q2 = {yL} A set of training samples is used to find UH, UL, VH and VL individually. The dimension of the projection matrices is the trade-off between the computational cost, generality and the information preserved. Greater PI, P2, Q, and Q2 These two set of vectors {wi} and {¾i} model the statistical relationship between the high-resolution images and the corresponding low-resolution images. The linear regression can be interpreted in such a way: the tensorPCA subspace projection is an orthogonal projection. Given the subspace projection of the high-resolution image, the projection of the low-resolution image on different orientations can be independent, which gives that the conditional probability P(yktLYH) is independent with the conditional probability P(yLk yH) (Vj, k). Assume the conditional probability takes the Gaussian form (which is a natural assumption), the ML estimate will give the linear regression solution.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Head Pose Determination
In this section, we evaluated the performance of the poseinvariant face detection and the pose determination algorithms for drivers images collected by a in-car video camera. We use an in-car camera that faces the driver to get the testing videos. There are 5 subjects. The drivers were asked to drive naturally. The weather, shadow and road conditions can cause illuminations changes. For each subject 12000 frames are used as the original video sequence. We sub-sampled the original video sequences every 30 frames to get the testing images, hence 400 frames per subject. Examples of the detecting results are shown in Fig. 6 . (Some subjects wear a camera on the head for data collecting.) The detection accuracy is summarized in table I. 
B. Super-resolution Reconstruction
We use images from FERET database [16] to get the training images. The face images are cropped and normalized according to the location of the eyes. 750 images are used as the training samples. The high-resolution images are subsampled by a factor of 4 by 4, and then the sub-sampled images are used as the low-resolution input. Fig. 9 gives some examples of the high-resolution reconstruction results. More facial features can be revealed so that the localization of pupil area becomes easier.
VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we present a coarse-to-fine system framework for analyzing the head gesture. Several important modules are discussed, including the pose-invariant face detection, face tracking and pose determination. The pose-invariant face detection,tracking and pose determination algorithm is tested on the drivers images collected from a in-car video camera which faces the drivers. The algorithm is robust to the head pose changes as well as the illumination changes. Also, when coarse analysis of the head gesture utilizing the head pose information alone is not sufficient, a finer analysis based on the eye gaze tracking is needed. Eye pupil detection is an important step for the gaze tracking. Super-resolution reconstruction can reveal more facial details, so as to facilitate the pupil detection. Experiment on the synthesis data shows the effectiveness of the algorithm.
